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Checklist 

MS SQL Server Installation Requirements for 
ASSIST4/AEB Engines 

The checklist is for your internal database preparation. You can fill out the list and keep it for your own use. 
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Microsoft SQL Server 

Installation setup Done 

Make sure that a working MS SQL Server installation 2012-2019 including service packs is 

available. (Full version for operational systems recommended, SQL Server Express only for 

systems with < 10GB and very low load volume.) 

The compatibility level must be set at least to SQL Server 2008 (100).  

AEB recommends to always set the highest possible compatibility level matching the 

version of the used SQL Server. 

Versions no longer supported by the supplier are also no longer supported by AEB. 

Make sure that on the database server, at least one instance of the SQL Server is running and 

TCP protocol is installed and enabled. 

Make sure that server name/instance name are known. 

Server name: ________________________________.  

Create database for ASSIST4/AEB Engine. Name must not include special characters. Selected 

name:  ________________________________. 

Select the following name for sorting the new database: 

Latin1_General_CI_AS  

Make sure that database option READ_COMMITTED_SNAPSHOT is enabled.  (ALTER 

DATABASE <dbname> SET READ_COMMITTED_SNAPSHOT ON) 

Enable “nested trigger”. Enter the following in the server console: 

exec sp_configure 'nested triggers', 1 

go 

Reconfigure with override 

Enable “recursive trigger”. Enter the following in the server console: 

ALTER DATABASE <dbname> SET RECURSIVE_TRIGGERS ON. 

AEB supports two authentication modes: 

1. SQL Server authentication

2. Windows authentication

Select an authentication mode and configure it. Assign the following permissions (database 

role(s)) to the user/group: public, db_owner.  

If you have chosen SQL Server authentication, please keep the user name and password 

in a safe place. 

The password must not expire. 
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ASSIST4: SQL Server database workstation 

Installation setup Done 

Perform connection test to server, for example, check if login to the (ASSIST4) database works 

by using Microsoft ODBC test. 

Clarify and ensure that the required data volume (approximate indication) is available: 

 ASSIST4:
− approx. 100 MB data table space for approx. 10,000 consignments (WMS systems: up

to 200 MB).
− Depending on the settings, ASSIST4 creates some 400-500 tables, about 90% of

them having less than 1,000 records.
 WMS:

− 1 KB per stock putaway order, 1.5 KB per stock putaway item
− 1 KB per stock removal order, 1.5 KB per stock removal item
− 1 KB per stock transfer order, 1.5 KB per stock transfer item
− 2 KB per transport order
− 1 KB per collective transport order
− 2 KB per stock
− 0.5 KB per warehouse product
− 1 KB per bin location
− 2 KB per order
− 2.5 KB per inbound delivery, 1 KB per inbound delivery item

 AEB Engine:
− Depending on the settings, the engine creates some 100-200 tables, about 90% of

them having less than 1,000 records.

Additional information 

The customer is responsible for the operation and maintenance, especially of SQL Server connections. 

Besides the client installation, this also includes an uninterrupted network operation concerning the 

connection to the SQL server. 

The release of our software for the database system is based on the scope of functions of the standard 

edition and standard settings. Variations from the standard settings and the use of enterprise functions 

and options have not been tested. 
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